ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Identification of the candidate sites for TMT that were chosen for onsite testing was based on a satellite study of the cloud and precipitable water vapour characteristics and on the expected atmospheric optical turbulence properties, meteorological and logistical considerations of a large number of sites. 3 Satellite determinations of the cloud coverage are somewhat uncertain due to the assumptions made during the analysis procedure. However, satellite observations covering more a decade are available and some studies have been shown to agree extremely well against naked eye observations. In order to assess the reliability of the satellite observations of clouds above the TMT candidate sites it was necessary to make independent ground based assessments of the cloud statistics over the whole sky at each site that are not affected in any way by the local meteorological conditions.
Historically, naked eye observations are made to determine cloud coverage fractions, but at our remote sites manual observations were not viable. So, as part of the TMT site testing robotic systems, robust All Sky CAmeras (ASCA) were installed at each of the five test sites. A manual method of assessing the cloud category of the ASCA images was developed. Here we describe the manual method developed for cloud assessment using the ASCA images and the confirmation of this technique using line-of-sight Multi Aperture Scintillation Sensor
1 MASS measurements. 
Photometry with telescopes is traditionally used to determine atmospheric optical extinction. Optical atmospheric transparency characteristics encompass both the extinction and cloud characteristics but telescope line-of-sight transparency measurements do not satisfactorily quantify the characteristics of the whole sky for all times. Line-of-sight measurements using the TMT site testing MASS/DIMM (Differential Image Motion

THE ALL SKY CAMERA SYSTEM
All Sky Cameras (ASCA) 4, 5 were deployed at the five TMT candidate sites. Example of a frame in an ASCA movie. The target is centered on the zenith and has an inner circle and outer annulus of equal area when projected on to the sky, the inner circle covers zenith distance 0
• to 44.7
• , the outer annulus goes from 44.7
• to 65
• (the operational limit for TMT). This frame is deliberately chosen to illustrate several issues. Several hot pixels are seen, zodiacal light is seen in the blue image, strong sky glow is seen in the red image, no clouds are visible in these images.
Manual categorisation of movies
A semi-automated script sequentially played each movie and the assessor simply had to press the key corresponding to their assessment of the cloud category for that movie. Two column output files were built up for each site with the UT time for the movie and the corresponding category. Each movie was categorised by an assessor as one of the following:
clear -no cloud inside the target area in either blue or red wavebands outer -cloud definitely seen in both wavebands in outer target annulus but not in the inner circle inner -cloud definitely seen in both wavebands in the inner circle covered -more than 50% of opaque clouds within the target area, integrated over time and area moon up -if any of the frames (even a single frame) are short exposure moon up frames questionable -if unable to make a confident assessment but there is no fundamental problem with the data no data -such as a zero length movie
Cloud outside the target area is ignored. The questionable category is used for example if the the cover over the camera is covered in snow, the camera and images are fine but it is not possible to say whether the sky is cloudy.
All of the ASCA movies for all of the TMT candidate sites were categorised using this method and cloud statistics compiled, see Table 4 . 
Confidence in the repeatability of the manual categorisation method
Potential biases of the manual cloud assessment method
Movies have to be excluded when the moon is up. The fraction of movies missed is larger in the summer (shorter nights) than in the winter, this biases toward decreasing clear fraction at all sites (except maybe Tolonchar, which also has a cloudy period in the summer, the Bolivian winter).
It is not clear whether sky glow causes a bias increasing the clear or cloudy fraction. Sometimes thin clouds are missed because of sky glow. Sometimes sky glow is mistaken for clouds. It is also not clear from watching the movies if sky glow is, on average, stronger at some sites than others.
After watching lots of movies, we believe that the combined effect of the competing biases is small and within the inherent uncertainty of the analysis. We do, however, probably miss a few more clouds at Tolonchar,
CROSS CHECKS OF THE MANUAL CLOUD ANALYSIS AGAINST THE LOSSAM METHOD USING THE MASS DEVICE The Multi-Aperture Scintillation Sensor (MASS) is described in [1]. A MASS measures the flux coming from a bright star with four photo multipliers (one for each of the four MASS subapertures) at a frequency of 1000 Hz. Short-term variations of the flux can therefore be detected with high accuracy. In principle, one could also use the total flux received by the MASS as a measure of extinction. In practice, this is complicated by effects such as the accumulation of dust on the optics. Instead, the LOSSAM (Line Of Sight Sky Absorption Monitor) method is used. This method was developed for the VLT Astronomical Site Monitor at Cerro Paranal. 8 It is based on the observation that the root-mean-square (rms) fluctuations of the flux from a bright star, averaged over several minutes and divided by the mean flux, are well correlated with the atmospheric extinction coefficient. As one second rms and mean fluxes of the MASS measurements are saved to disk and archived for all our sites, the atmospheric extinction can thus be calculated in post-processing for all times for which
THE PHOTOMETRIC EXTINCTION SOFTWARE
CONCLUSIONS
The manual cloud analysis method is reported to be highly repeatable amongst different assessors and shown to correlate well with MASS LOSSAM measurements. The automated extinction method that was developed Figure 2 . Plot to show the systematic effects on the mean hourly blue and red extinction for the inner target area. Each point represents the mean extinction for all stellar detections in all blue and red images in a particular hour. The corresponding manual cloud category is indicated by the point shape, dots indicate the 'clear' manual category, stars indicate 'outer', triangles are 'inner', filled circles are the 'cloudy' category. Table 4 . The cloud statistics derived from the ASCA movies. These numbers may not be representative of the long term cloud statistics for each site due to the restricted time span for the measurements (see Table 1 ). Table 4 .
